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Instructions for Using Multi-SIM Function of DWG

1. Switch of SIM Cards

Trigger conditions for switching SIM cards include:

 Switch SIM card based on preset interval

 Switch SIM card based on zero balance or zero credit

 Switch SIM card based on abnormal call handle

 Switch SIM card when current SIM card is disabled or when calculated balance/last matched balance is

cleared or when total credits/daily credits is reset

 Switch SIM card during bootup

1.1 Switch SIM Card Based on Preset Interval

Click Human Behavior Basic Configuration, and you will see the following interface.

And then configure SIM Switch Interval.

1.2 Switch SIM Card Based on Zero Balance or Zero Credit

When any one of total credits, daily credits, calculated balance and last matched balance on the Human

Behavior  Overview interface comes to zero, the current SIM card becomes unavailable and the module

will switch to another SIM card.
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Note: When a SIM card is unavailable, its status is on red.

1.3 Switch SIM Card Based on Abnormal Call Handle

On the Human Behavior Abnormal Call Handle interface, if the current SIM card is blocked, the

module will switch to another SIM card.

1.4 Switch SIM card when current SIM card is disabled, or when calculated balance/last
matched balance is cleared, or when total credits/daily credits is reset

On the Human Behavior Overview interface, if the current SIM card is disabled, the module will switch

to another SIM card.

You can click the status of the current SIM card to disable it. When the status turns into red, it means the SIM

card has been disabled, and the module will switch to the selected SIM card.

Meanwhile, on the bottom of the Human Behavior  Overview interface, when calculated balance or last

matched balance is cleared, or when total credits or daily credit is reset, the module will switch to another SIM

card.
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1.5 Switch SIM Card during Bootup

The DWG gateway will begin to search SIM card from the No.0 SIM slot until it has found an available SIM

card. In case of remote-SIM mode, SIM card will not be switched.

2. Web Display for Multi-SIM Function

For the DWG with multi-SIM userboard in local-SIM mode, the Human Behavior Overview interface is

shown as follow:

Otherwise, the Human Behavior Overview interface is shown as follows:


